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Dock Harbour And Airport Engineering
This text-book concisely formulates the basic principles of the subject matter in
simple language presented in two sections. The Section I - Harbour and Dock
Engineering, is well-divided in twelve chapters including chapter on 'Planning and
Layout of Ports'. Also the approach of the write-up has been changed according
to the form of facilities and requirements of Harbours and Ports. The Section II Tunnel Engineering, is also well-divided in twelve chapters including newly
developed methods like New Austrian Tunnelling Method (NATM), Shield
methods and chapters on 'Stages in Tunnel Construction', 'Tunnelling in Water
Bearing Soils' and also 'Health Protection in Tunnels' have been incorporated.
Railway Track Engineering presents conventional methods of track construction,
maintenance and monitoring, along with modern sophisticated track machines. It
also comprehensively covers design details and specifications of important track
componentsChanges in the revised edition include:Explanation of the hitherto
little understood phenomenon of rolling contact fatigue in rails and practical steps
to deal with it. New technology of alumino-thermic rail welding. New guidelines
for ultrasonic rail flaw detection. Ballastless track for metros, mainlines and
washable aprons. Track standards for ultra high-speed lines in India. Track
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structure for Dedicated Freight Corridors. Technology of fully mechanized track
construction with the deployment of simple track laying equipment to highly
sophisticated track-laying trains.Richly illustrated with photographs and line
drawings, this book will be useful to professionals and students.
First published in 1979, Airport Engineering by Ashford and Wright, has become
a classic textbook in the education of airport engineers and transportation
planners. Over the past twenty years, construction of new airports in the US has
waned as construction abroad boomed. This new edition of Airport Engineering
will respond to this shift in the growth of airports globally, with a focus on the role
of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), while still providing the
best practices and tested fundamentals that have made the book successful for
over 30 years.
Transportation Tunnels, 2nd Edition provides a comprehensive text on tunneling
and tunnel engineering applicable in general to all types of tunnels, with more
detailed information on highway and railway tunnels. While the First Edition of the
book was confined to deal with railway and highway tunnels, the Second Edition
is also extensively considering the latest trends in use of tunnels in different other
fields. The book has been revised to provide coverage of water conveyance,
navigation and material conveyance tunnels also and deals with these subjects in
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more detail. It covers all aspects of investigation, design, construction, monitoring
and maintenance of tunnels. Special emphasis has been laid on the geotechnical
investigations, interpretation of findings and relating the same to the design as
well as the construction of tunnels. The book reflects the advancements in the
knowledge of ground behaviour and rock mechanics and also in construction
technology, including use of TBM in the last two decades. It covers in sufficient
detail the basic requirements of tunnel profile, the geometric parameters,
clearance requirements, aerodynamics, and cost economics in fixing alignments
with different design parameters like curvature, gradient and operational
requirements. It discusses in detail alternative forms of the cross section / profile
and illustrates design methodology with examples. The different methodologies
that have been used in the past using timber or steel supports by stage wise
expansion of cross sections and modern methodologies used for boring full
profile using new tunneling methods and Tunnel Boring Machines are also
comprehensively discussed. Requirements of tunnels in respect of ventilation,
lighting and drainage are adequately covered. Separate chapters have been
included on ‘Instrumentation’ and ‘Tunnel Inspection and Maintenance’. The
expanded text on the use and advantages of methodologies and equipment for
dealing with various aspects of construction of tunnels is based on observations
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through site visits, discussions with, and experiences of people as recorded on
large number of tunneling works which have been taken up recently for railways,
highways and urban transport subway projects. The book can serve as a
textbook for undergraduate and graduate students and as a reference book for
practicing engineers.
Part-I: ROAD EN:GINEERING: Introduction * Glossary * History of Development
of Highway and Planning * highway Plaining * Highway Economics and Financing
* Guiding Principles of Route Selection and Highway Location * Drainage *
Highway Materials * Geometric Design * Highway Construction * Hill Roads *
Highway Machinery Roads Arboriculture * Traffic Engineering * Highway Failure
and Their Maintenance * Pavement Design * Quality Control * Objective Type
Questions on Jighways * Solved Problems on Highways. Part-II : RAILWAY
ENGINEERING: History of Railways * Railway Track & Track Stresses * Railway
Gauges * Rails * Sleepers * Ballast * Foundation and its Drainage * Track Fitting
and Fastening Track Alignment & Surveying * Traction and Tractive Resistance *
Rolling Stock of Railways * Geometric Design of a Railway Track * Creep *
Stations and Yards * Station Equipments * Points, Crossings and Simple Layouts
* Signalling & Inter-locking * Level Crossings * Welding of Railways * Long and
short Welded Rails * Manual Maintenance of Track * Mechanised Maintenance of
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Track * Directed Track Maintence * Measured Shovel Packing Track Tolerances
* Track Renewal * Accidents * Duties of Permanent Way Officials * Material
Management * Objective Type Questions on Railways * Solved Problems on
Railways.Part-III: BRIDGE ENGINEERING : Introduction * Bridge Terminology *
Investigation and Planning for Bridges * Type of Bridges * General Principles of
Design * Sub Structures * Foundations * Super Structures of Arch Designs *
Girder Bridges * Low Cost Bridges * Permanent Small Bridges * Bearings *
Loads on Bridges * Design of Bridge Foundation * Design of Arch Bridges *
Design of Solid R.C.C. Salb Bridges * R.C.C. Girder Bridges * Inspection of
Bridges * Maintenance of Bridges * Testing Strengthening of Bridge * Protection
and Training Works for Bridges * Objective Type Question on Bridges
Engineering.Part-IV: TUNNEL ENGINEERING : General Aspects * Alignment of
Tunnels * Drilling * Blasting * Tunneling * Shafts * Ventilation, Lighting and
Drainage of Tunnels * Tunnel Lining * Safety in Tunnelling * Objective Type
Questions on Tunnel Engineering.Part-V: HARBOUR-DOCK ENGINEERING:
Water Transportation and Sea * Terminology * Natural Phenomena- Wind, Wave
and Cyclones * Harbours and Ports * Break Water * Docks * Dry or Repair Docks
* Locks * Channel, Basin and Berths * Appurtenances of a Harbour * Apron,
Transit Sheds and Warehouses * Dredging and Dregers * Navigational Aids *
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Shore Protection Works. Questions.
Railway Engineering has been specially designed for undergraduate students of civil
engineering. From fundamental topics to modern technological developments, the book
covers all aspects of the railways including various modernization plans covering
tracks, locomotives, and rolling stock. Important statistical data about the Indian
Railways and other useful information have also been incorporated to make the
coverage comprehensive. A number of illustrative examples supplement text to aid
easy understanding of design methods discussed. The book should also serve the
need of students of polytechnics and those appearing of the AMIE examination and
would also be a ready reference for railway professionals.
This new revised Third Edition of Airport Engineering, the basic classroom text for
airport planning and design, shows professionals and students such key essentials as:
* The structure and organization of air transport * Forecasting of air transport demand,
using both traditional and new methods * Airport systems planning * Airport master
planning * Air traffic control, lighting, and signing * Airport capacity and configuration *
Passenger terminal * Air cargo facilities * Airport access * Designing for safety *
Environmental impact of airports Reflecting the latest FAA, ICAO, and IATA
recommendations and guidelines, and mirroring the changing climate of air travel in the
1990s, Airport Engineering, Third Edition is the single most informative guide to
mastering the state of the art in airport engineering and design. And also by the same
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authors. Transportation Engineering Planning and Design Third Edition Paul H. Wright
and Norman Ashford This book gives a balanced treatment of all modes of
transportation--highways, railways and guideways, pipelines, airports, and ports and
harbors. Transportation Engineering, Third Edition is divided into six parts: * Part
1--Introduces the transportation system of the United States * Part 2--Deals with the
operation and control of the vehicles that use the physical transport systems * Part
3--Examines transportation planning * Part 4--Explains the design of land transportation
facilities * Part 5--Describes the planning procedures and design criteria for air
transportation facilities * Part 6--Covers water transportation facilities Complete with an
excellent list of references at the end of each chapter for readers who waist to study a
transportation problem in greater detail, Transportation Engineering, Third Edition is the
definitive textbook for students taking undergraduate transportation courses in civil
engineering and city planning. 1989 (0 471-83874-8) 784 pp.
This well-known text-book now in its Nineteenth Edition, provides an up-to-date account
of the basic principles on various functions and working of Railways. Its excellent
material fills a significant void in the literature of Railway Engineering.
This edition has been thoroughly revised and enlarged. It is still considered to be a
must for all those sitting Civil Engineering examinations.
This book brings together a collection of essays by leading criminologists to explore the
relationship between the private sector and criminal justice. The private sector has
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become an increasingly important ‘partner’ in contemporary criminal justice with the
unprecedented growth of public sector ‘outsourcing’ arrangements. This has resulted
in an increasingly pluralised and marketised landscape of contemporary criminal
justice. This edited collection examines these developments in different jurisdictions as
well as in a wide range of criminal justice contexts and sectors including: the private
security sector, policing, prisons, probation and community sanctions, and electronic
monitoring. In so doing, it addresses fundamental normative, ideological and ethical
debates about the role of the private sector within this new and evolving landscape, as
well as descriptive and analytical questions about how criminal justice structures,
agencies and processes function and with what effect. The Private Sector and Criminal
Justice is essential reading for scholars and students of criminology, penology, policing,
security, criminal justice and organisational and management studies. It is also an
invaluable resource for criminal justice practitioners.
The book aims at presenting the topics of Bridge Engineering expressed in simple and lucid
language. The presentation is comprehensive and methodical as well as interesting and easy
to follow.
Construction Engineering Management & Equipment The book covers the syllabi’s of
Construction engineering for Degree as well as Diploma students and is also useful for
practicing engineers. The book is recommended in AICTE model curriculum. Construction
covers various forms of activities ranging from houses to high rise buildings, industrial
structures, road construction, expressways, bridges, dams, barrages, runways, ports, canals,
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railways etc. These high-value projects involve the management of materials, equipment,
human and financial resources, information system, control management etc. In major projects
with modern technology, there is a need for detailed planning and management techniques,
with the growing use of machinery, it has become necessary for construction engineers to be
thoroughly familiar with the working application and upkeep of the wide range of the modern
equipment. The book has been divided into two parts, namely “Construction engineering and
management” and “Construction Equipment”
This book on Highway Engineering shall be useful for B.E./B.Tech & M.E/ M.Tech students of
Civil Engineering. It shall also be useful for practicing Engineering and designers.
This book presents, in SI units, the various methods and concepts of surveying, laying greater
emphasis on those that are commonly used. Relevant historical aspects are given. Tracing the
development of the subject and the methods. The book also gives an overview of certain
advanced and modern surveying techniques such as precise traversing and levelling, aerial
photogrammetry, airphoto interpretation, electronic distance measurement and remote
sensing.
This book comprises select papers presented at the International Conference on Trends and
Recent Advances in Civil Engineering (TRACE 2018). The book covers cutting-edge methods
and applications in the field of traffic control, transportation planning, road maintenance, and
highway and pavement engineering. Case studies on traffic safety, pedestrian behavior, and
highway maintenance and design are also presented in this book. The contents of this book
are useful for researchers and practitioners working in transportation and traffic engineering.
This book analyses problems in elasticity theory, highlighting elements of structural analysis in
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a simple and straightforward way.
This indispensable handbook provides state-of-the-art information and common sense
guidelines, covering the design, construction, modernization of port and harbor related marine
structures. The design procedures and guidelines address the complex problems and illustrate
factors that should be considered and included in appropriate design scenarios.
During the 19th century, the engineering of ports and harbours became a large and specialised
branch of the profession. This development began in ports in physically difficult locations and
may be particularly identified with the growth of the Port of Liverpool. Stimulated by the arrival
of ever-larger steamships and the heavy investment in port facilities that they demanded, it
spread around much of the world. The opening papers give examples of what could be
achieved in antiquity; the following ones set out the advances in design and technology from
1700 to the start of this century - and note some of the failures and recurrent problems. They
also illustrate the critical importance of political and economic factors in determining what the
engineers achieved.
Effective coastal engineering is expensive, but it is not as costly as neglect or ineffective
intervention. Good practice needs to be based on sound principles, but theoretical work and
modelling also need to be well grounded in practice, which is continuously evolving.
Conceptual and detailed design has been advanced by new industry publications since the
publication of the second edition. This third edition provides a number of updates: the sections
on wave overtopping have been updated to reflect changes brought in with the recently issued
EurOtop II manual; a detailed worked example is given of the calculation of extreme wave
conditions for design; additional examples have been included on the reliability of structures
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and probabilistic design; the method for tidal analysis and calculation of amplitudes and
phases of harmonic constituents from water level time series has been introduced in a new
appendix together with a worked example of harmonic analysis; and a real-life example is
included of a design adapting to climate change. This book is especially useful as an
information source for undergraduates and engineering MSc students specializing in coastal
engineering and management. Readers require a good grounding in basic fluid mechanics or
engineering hydraulics, and some familiarity with elementary statistical concepts.
The last leg of all technical competitive exams including GATE, ESE and PSUs require
brushing of concepts and quick revisions. However, with bulky books, the same is not possible.
You can and probably have already missed key formulae and ended up with not-so-good
results. To make your life easy, GKP has come up with Handbook series for Mechanical
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Computer Science Engineering and
Electronics and Communications Engineering. Our Handbook for Civil Engineering serves as a
quick reference guide to brush up key concepts. It also helps you revise the entire syllabus
quickly in limited time. Civil engineering is a sought after branch in major PSUs and several
students write its paper annually. We hope that the book is immensely useful for students
aiming to clear competitive examinations and for students looking for exam preparation
material to revise various concepts. Key features of the book include: a. Last minute prep
aspects b. Formulae with conceptual clarity c. Definitions and equations with explanatory
notes.
How to Find Out About Engineering provides a guide to sources of information on engineering
and its various branches. Topics include branches of engineering, careers in engineering,
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sources of engineering-related information, libraries, handbooks, patents, dictionaries and
encyclopedias, and periodical literature. Engineering organizations as well as education and
training for careers in engineering are also considered. This volume consists of 20 chapters;
the first of which introduces the reader to jobs available in the engineering industry, along with
guides and sources of information on careers. The discussion then turns to sources of
information on engineering such as bibliographies, reference works, publishers' and
booksellers' catalogs, government publications, and industrial liaison centers in Britain. The
chapters that follow focus on libraries and other sources of information that are available to
engineers and engineering students, including handbooks, standards, patents, and technical
drawings and designs. Dictionaries, encyclopedias, theses, and translations are also covered.
In addition, the book includes chapters on the history and biography of engineering as well as
different branches of engineering, from mechanical to chemical, aeronautical, and agricultural
engineering. This book will be of interest to all persons engaged in the engineering profession
or are contemplating on entering the profession.
The book contains over 3000 quality-questions, along with their answers, on every aspect of
Civil Engineering, spread over following nineteen chapters. Concrete Technology Building
Materials and Construction Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Strength of Materials
Structural Analysis Design of Steel Structures Surveying (Including Advance Topics) Fluid
Mechanics Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engg. Irrigation Engineering and Hydrology
Railway Engineering Highway Engineering Water Supply Engineering Sewage Treatment and
Air Pollution Control Applied Mechanics Construction Planning and Management Harbour,
Dock and Tunnel Engineering Airport Engineering Bridge Engineering
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